2002 dodge dakota blower motor resistor

I was very happy with the part I purchased. It was a heavier duty than one I had purchased
locally, on a previous occasion. I thought the shipping was a bit pricey. Good product gotta
order another one due something else being faulty again sigh great price as well fast shipping
thanks again guys. I needed this part to get the wiring for the heater in my truck fixed and this
was one of the only places that had the part. With cold weather upon us I was extremely happy
with how fast it arrived so I could get everything fixed. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: Air Flap Actuator. Blower Motor. Heater Core. Heater Hose. Heater Hose Set. R12
Refrigerant Oil. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Body Sheet Metal. Chemicals and Fluids. Cooling
System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel Delivery. Fuel Injection. Tools
and Hardware. BWD Automotive. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Standard Motor Products. Shop
By Vehicle. Dorman Blower Motor Resistor. Click to Enlarge. Product List Price:. Shipping
Options: Ground, Overnight, 2 Day. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. In earlier vehicles,
they are used to directly turn the compressor off to avoid compressor failure. Features:
Standard Motor Products are designed and manufactured to equal or exceed OE parts in every
publishedor testable specification. Control Modules are covered for 5 years or 50, miles. All
other products are covered by a 90 day or mile warranty. Four Seasons Blower Motor Resistor.
Features: Precision engineered OE style connectors Quality contacts ensure proper
conductivity Vehicle specific applications. Forecast Blower Motor Resistor. Mopar Blower Motor
Resistor. Mopar W Blower Motor Resistor. Features: OEM Part. Dorman This product was
exactly what I needed and fixed the issue perfectly. Thank You! December 12th, Posted by
Larrysupersport. February 23rd, Posted by Great product. December 14th, Posted by Great part.
February 20th, Posted by Reistor. Received not only the parts but a suggestion on what to
check first before using the new parts. August 11th, Posted by patapat. Catalog: B. Vehicle
Dodge Dakota. Catalog: F. Catalog: A. Catalog: Q. Catalog: P. Vehicle Engine Dodge Dakota.
Catalog: S. Skip to main content of results for "blower motor resistor dodge dakota". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. From Our Brands. Packaging
Option. International Shipping. Filter results by your vehicle:. Enter a new vehicle to add it to
Your Garage and filter the results below. Enter a new vehicle. Amazon's Choice for blower
motor resistor dodge dakota. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb FREE Shipping. Only 6 left in stock order soon. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon as Tue,
Mar 2. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Thu, Mar 4. Only 20 left in stock - order
soon. Only 5 left in stock - order soon. Only 12 left in stock - order soon. Need help? Visit the
help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right
now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. This tutorial will help you test the Dodge Dakota and Durango blower motor resistor in a
step-by-step way. This bad boy is a breeze to test since it's located under the dash and not that
hard to access unlike the and earlier Dakota and Durangos which have it behind the dash panel.
If you need to test the or later blower motor resistor block, check out the following tutorials:. In
the process of reducing the current, the resistor block produces a lot of heat. It's this heat that
will cause it to fail sooner or later and melt its connector too. It's very common for the resistor
connector terminals to corrode or for the connector to burn and melt. This will make
disconnecting the connector from the blower motor resistor block very difficult. Another
common problem is finding the resistor block coils corroded or burned out when removing the
resistor block for testing. The blower motor resistor is a very inexpensive part. The following
links will help you to comparison shop for it and hopefully save you a few bucks:. If you find
any type of burn damage on the resistor block and connector, you can conclude they're bad and
need to be replaced and skip the continuity tests. Disconnect the blower motor resistor from its
connector and remove it from its location. Visually inspect the blower motor resistor block and
connector for burn damage and severe corrosion. If the blower resistor block and connector
have any heat damage in other words: burns or are melted , you can stop here and conclude
they're bad and need to be replaced. Check for continuity across two terminals at a time.
Continuity should be present between all terminals. CASE 1: Continuity exists between all the
blower motor resistor terminals. This is the correct and expected test result. If there isn't any

burn damage to the resistor's coils or its connector, then you can conclude the blower motor
resistor block is OK and not defective. This test result tells you that the blower motor resistor is
defective and needs to be replaced. Ignition System Wiring Diagram 4. Melvin Udall: Never,
never, interrupt me, okay? Not if there's a fire, not even if you hear the sound of a thud from my
home and one week later there's a smell coming from there that can only be a decaying human
body and you have to hold a hanky to your face because the stench is so thick that you think
you're going to faint. Even then, don't come knocking As Good As It Gets. This material may not
be reproduced without the author's consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small
commission from qualifying purchases from the Amazon product links from this website. Your
purchase helps support my work in bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you
solve the problem on your vehicle. Page 1 Page 2. Contents of this tutorial at a glance:. All
Tutorials: 4. Do NOT follow this link or you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Asked by
Wiki User. I have a Dodge Dakota and my Blower moter resiter went last year, in my it's located
under the passenger side dashboard. I replaced mines twice within 6 years apart mines is a
Dodge Durango , V-8, they share the same chassic and parts. Mines also is located under the
passenger side dashoard. The blower motor is to the far right side and the resistor is just to the
left side of the blower by about 12 inches or so. It's held in by just 2 small bolts and will just fall
right down if they are removed, as simple as that. Check your resistor first as that seems to be
the weak link and seems to go sooner. I took out my blower, just to find out it was my resistor. If
you know about how to check for continuity, there should be continuity at all the wire
connecters on the resistor itself. If not, it's your resistor. If it's the blower, disconnect the wire
connector from it and use some connectors and jump an external 12 volts to it, and if it runs
your blower motor is ok. So if the resistor and blower is OK, then the wire harness is the next
thing before getting carried away with the switch on the dash board. I hope you checked all your
fuses before anything else also. Hope you problem is resolved Under the dash, far passenger
side. Under the dash below glove box. You will see the blower motor and it's to the left of it. You
will see a wire harness going to it. It is under the hood in the passenger side firewall. I have
changed resistor a d blower motor still not working, maybe i missed a fuse or could the control
switch not work? I belive it is located down under the dash on the passenger side. For the v6 is
it located on the passenger side of the firewall. It has a wire harness connected to it and 2
screws holding it on. Hope this helps! For a Dodge Dakota the Blower resistor is located in the
firewall under the Cowl panel Plastic panel under wipers. The wiper arms must be removed to
remove the cowl panel. The resistor is located on the passengers side inside an access hole. My
blower only works on High. I just removed my resistor and found that the connector was not
plugged into the resistor. I finally found the plug under the dash. Does anyone have any idea on
how to plug the connector back into the resistor without removing the complete instrument
panel?? The Blower resistor should be tested which is located near the blower motor, the
resistor is probably faulty. Inside the cab. Passenger side. Inspect the heater ducts Look for five
wires going to the resistor. Should be two screws holding it in. On the B van the blower resistor
is located behind the passenger glove box, remove the glove box shell and resistor is located
just to the right side, you can't miss it. The blower motor resistor is located under the hood, in
the right hand cowl, behind the windshield washer bottle I have been working on an issue with
my Dodge Ram. The blower motor and resistor are both located on passenger side under the
dash. Easily accessible in cab. Under the cowl where the wipers are. Remove that and two
screws to pull resistor out. Inside the evaporator case. It's behind the glove box door. Under the
dash, on the passenger side. Your truck has both. It is behind the glove box door. The blower
motor resistor is located on the lower right side of the HVAC unit housing inside the the vehicle
under the dash on the passengers side Blower motor resistor assembly is located under dash
board on passenger side. A Dakota does not have a ballast resistor. Resistor will be about 3 in
long by 2 in with wires going to it. I could not find one for my Dakota so I got one from a dodge
caravan and I changed the wirring, that is the most likely problem. Ask Question. Heater Cores
and Blower Fans. Dodge Dakota. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered Related
Questions. Where is the blower motor resistor located on a Dodge Dakota? Where is the blower
fan resistor located on a dodge Dakota? Where is the ac blower resistor on a 87 dodge Dakota?
Where is the fuse for the heater ac blower located dodge Dakota? Where is the blower motor
resistor located on a dodge Dakota truck? Blower motor resistor location for a 99 Dakota? Why
does our dodge stratus heater will not blow hot at lowere RPMs? Where is the blower motor
resistor located on a Dodge Dakota v8? Where is the blower motor resistor on a Dodge B?
Where is blower motor resistor on dodge dynasty? Where is blower motor and resistor on
dodge ram? Why does your replaced electric AC fan on a Dodge Dakota not run? Where is the
blower motor resistor located on a 96 dodge neon? Where is the fan resistor assembly on a
Dodge Dakota located? Where is the blower resistor located on a Dodge Caravan? Where is the

blower motor resistor located on a dodge stratus? Where is the heater motor resistor in a dodge
Dakota? Does dodge durango have a blower motor or is it called a blower motor resistor?
Where is the blower motor resistor located on a dodge grand caravan? Where is the blower
motor and resistor on a Dodge Intrepid? What is the location of the heater resistor on a dodge
ram pickup? Where is the ignition ballast resistor on a dodge Dakota 3. Where is the blower
motor resister for a Dodge Dakota located? Why does the heater blower not work on a dodge
Dakota? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By Fletcher
Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go into ? What
times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will die what am I? How old
is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did organ music
become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an onion without
crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked By Veronica
Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger. Do animals
name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE Champion of all
time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By Roslyn Walter.
Previously Viewed Where is the blower motor and resistor located on a Dodge Dakota 4.
Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when
heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children?
Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa
Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. Fitment :. We only accept PayPal. We only ship to
confirmed paypal addresses, your paypal address must match your shipping address. If you
have not received your shipment within 15 days from payment , please contact us. We will track
the shipment and get back to you as soon as possible with a reply. Local pick up is not
available. All of our brand new items come with a days money-back guarantee. If you have any
question, please contact us. Cancer and Reproductive Harm - Skip to main content. Email to
friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. People who
viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if this part fits your
vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information autodealsparts Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Does not
ship to Ukraine See details. Item location:. Ontario, California, United States. Ships to:. This
amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes
applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the
Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens
in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney
Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid in part
to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This translation
tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is not
guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.
Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by autodealsparts. Autodealsparts autodealsparts Store Home.
Clock Spring. Oil Catch Can Tank. Door Handle. Running Board Motor. Transfer Case Motor.
Blend Door Actuator. Center Console Armrest. Blower motor fan. Blower motor resistor. Diesel
Air Heater. Secondary Air Pump. Windshield Wiper Motor. LED headlight Assembly. Rear View
Camera. USD USD 8. All rights reserved. Shipping and handling. The seller has not specified a
shipping method to Ukraine. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request
shipping to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP Code.
Shipping to: United States. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped
through the Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in

a new window or tab. There are 3 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 3.
Select a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. This item does not ship to
Ukraine. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return
policy. Payment details. Payment methods. Back to home page Return to top. Back to home
page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab
Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or
tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. The
second-generation Dakota began development in , though they were not introduced until for the
model year. If you want to change the blower motor resistor you just have to remove the two
screws and the wiring harness that connect to it, but you have to loosen the dash enough to tilt
it back by about 6 inches to gain access to the resistor. Attached is the part of the service
manual that deals with the blower motor and resistor Dakota HVAC and here are the steps for
the dash removal Dakota Dash. Oldturkey, I believe this is how it is done in a Dodge Ram, but
the Dodge Dakota in question, blower motor removal differs, does it not? Here is a short article I
found on line. It seems difficult for a novice. I would suggest checking out the video about
changing the resistor. If your symptoms are like those talked about in it, I would try changing it.
If not I would take it to a good mechanic. I hope this helps. Good luck! To use the link, tap or
click on the blue link. Replacing it is a challenge. The entire dash has to be rolled back and the
heater plenum removed. Be sure it really is the motor before you tackle this and if you do,
replace the heater core while you're in there. It's cheap insurance. Dj Cruz kalpathia. The blower
motor is located on the front passenger side below the glove compartment. You need to remove
the glove compartment from the vehicle for easier access. Once removed, you will see the
blower right in front of you. There should only be 3 screws holding it in place. From there, just
remove it and number and wires you disconnect. Its a good rule of thumb, to replace the blower
resistor and harness at the same time. If you replace just the resistor and not the harness, you
likely to short out the resistor you just installed. I have an Dakota with 97k. I replaced the motor,
blower resistor and harness. When working on any specific part, its a good idea to replace other
parts that connect to it to make it work. I know sometimes, having the money to cover all the
parts is difficult. So shop around for the parts. I hope this helped you. I just know what works
for me, and I try to help others with a related situation. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index.
Answer this question I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good
question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 1. Most Helpful Answer. The blower motor is located on
the passenger side of the vehicle under the dash 1 Disconnect and isolate the battery negative
cable. Was this answer helpful? Score 3. The service manuals for the issues at hand are
attached and are for the Dakota. Deleted Rep: 1. Score 0. Dj Cruz kalpathia Rep: 1. Add your
answer tim will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. The second-generation Dakota began
development in , though they were not introduced until for the model year. Trent chipman. Have
replaced my blower resistor 3 times already in the past 2 weeks. What could be the reason it
keeps going bad? I had this problem reoccurring! I had to keep replacing the blower motor
resister. I finally replaced the blower motor and was fine for about a year. Before I could tell
when it blew, because it would only work on high. This time, it all went out without warning and
wouldn't even work in high!! Checked other things first since the blower motor was fairly new
fuses, relays, etc. Getting tired of replacing it!! Good thing it isn't very expensive! When your
Dakota or Durango left the factory, it had a Mopar motor and voltage resister that were
compatible with each other. After years the motor wears out , begins to draws more amps burns
up the resister. Most people replace the wiring harness and the resister with. Then they buy a
aftermarket blower motor and again it keeps burning up. The reason isâ€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦. Just the way
it is today. Noboys makes their own parts anymore, mostly China crap. Go to a salvage yard,
find a low mileage Durango or Dakota and pull the motor and resister and then you will be good
to go. Only use high speed fan setting for heat and AC. You can even use cheap eBay parts etc.
Replaced blower motor, resistors, and plugs multiple times. Noticed moisture on blower cage.
Next time water poured from the motor housing worked 1 mo. My hose was cracked. Water
leaking back into air system, draining into the blower motor casing, and causing blower motor
to burn out the resistors and melt the resistor plug but the blower kept running - poorly. It starts
out slow and you figure there is something wrong with resistor, resistor connector which
melted or the blower motor's old, or they-don't-make-these-blower-motors-like-they-used to.
Replace everything or soldered wires to resistor to no avail. It happens again. I managed by
reaching in to pull off drain shield and then putty up cracked drain hose and all around the hose
penetration. Does the blower motor run with the switch in the OFF position? If you leave the
blower motor switched continually on you may not notice this. If so I suspect that there is an
earth fault on one of the wires connected to either pin 4 or 5 of the resistor. Here is a the blower
circuit for a Dodge Dakota. Hopefully it is the same for your particular year model. This is

because this is the resistor which carries all the current when the switch is in positions low thru
med 2. This scenario is the same for pin 5 with the Med 1 position. It could also be an internal
blower switch fault and that there is a short circuit connection between either the low and Med 1
setting or between the Med 1 and Med 2 setting. Hi should not affect it as it is a short circuit
through the resistor anyway. There should never be a reading between the wires with the switch
in any position. I had mine replaced in May on my Chevy Impala. It has since conked out 3
different times. The warranty covered the initial replacement but otherwise I am getting
nowhere. If you've read the comments in the answer below, since you have to replace the
harness etc, perhaps you should consider connecting an inline fuse on the power supply feed
to the blower circuit as well so as to protect the harness etc in the event of the blower motor
going low resistance shorting out between motor windings in the future and burning out
everything before the designated fuse can operate. Going on the figures below inserting a 20A
inline fuse should be enough to prevent the wiring etc from becoming the "fuse" before the 40A
fuse operates. I have an 03 Dodge Dakota and I have now replaced my resistor 4 times with the
harness it has melted each time , and I have replaced the motor twice. It is always the second
pin on the harness that melts tan wire. Any suggestions on what may be the cause? Show 2
more comments. L Pfaff lpfaff1. Many Dodge forums tell of this problem. Good luck. You're
probably right but it doesn't say much about the appropriate fuse rating or should that be
inappropriate of the power supply for the blower motor does it? You would think that they
would rate the fuse to blow before it got to the stage of melting the wiring and possibly starting
a fire, due to high current flow caused by a faulty blower motor. Thanks for the interest, I
wondered why also. Thanks for the link. Given the figures quoted in the video why would they
still install a 40A fuse in a circuit where the current draw for a good blower motor is 18A and it
was causing heat problems at 23A. They are turning the wiring into fuse wires. The wires will
burn out before the fuse will. I am amazed that they allow such a large tolerance. Hi jayeff,
Definite design flaw. The 40A fuse is to be the circuit fuse, Items in this circuit should be fused
separately and should not add up to more then 40A circuit fuse. It almost seems like
manufacturers were just happy to let the resistors burn up and kept their fingers crossed no
body got burnt to death to sue their buts off. Does anyone know the current draw specs for
these motors? My motor works but keeps melting the connector to the fuse. I would like to test
it to see if it is out of spec before I replace it. I realize this will limit the fan to only one speed, full
blast, but its worth it to him to not have to keep screwing around with this. Dakota Fan
dakotafan. Juan Ramirez. I'm replacing the connector and couple wires. I try to run it in high so
hopefully it last longer. Ok , think I figured it out. I got this truck from a previous owner if not
more. It seems the blower it's from a junk yard. When I replaced the resistor connector and
wires melted I took the blower off the truck. It seemed that it was a little hard to spin on it's own.
I put lots of WD aot both ends and that makes spin much easier. I did soldier each wire from the
resistor plug. Still dealing with condensation discharge , as it keeps into the cabin , under the
carpet. Mine quit and moving the connector caused it to make better contact and it would work
for a while. Think I need to solder each wire. Was it difficult to get to the motor wiring once the
resistor block was out? Only mine to 05 Monte Carlo with a 3. Chevy it don't matter you know
but I wish I understood the pain solution so I can figure that out cuz I am burning up in on the
resistors which means it's getting too hot hi guys you did you doing a great job thanks a lot for
a guy that you're working on 40 cars for 40 years. Yes , I had the same issue with the connector
many times , it was getting hot and melting it self. January 13 by Juan Ramirez. Just about any
Dodge - has the same problem with the blower motor resistor. I own a Dodge Dakota and
replaced the part three times before I figured out to get the wiring harness that comes with the
resistor and rewire the plug. It is located under the glove box, it takes about 15 minutes to fix
and costs about 20 bucks. The one thing that caused mine to go bad was leaving the fan on
when I shut the truck off, next time I started it, it blew the resistor. If you look into the female
end of the plug you will see black in one of the holes where it blew out. Hope this helps
someone with their problem. I was about fit to be tied before I figured it out!! It is a part that
should have been recalled by Dodge the first year it came out. Thousands of people have the
same problem with their dodge. Go to Edmonds. Fix leak. Retro the resistor to get better
connection and problem solved. Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Trent chipman Rep: 37 2 1.
View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good question?
Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 3. OR: Only use high speed fan setting for heat and AC. The All-New.
The high performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Solution. Hi, Does the blower motor run
with the switch in the OFF position? If not then it may be a faulty blower switch Here is a the
blower circuit for a Dodge Dakota. Was this answer helpful? Hi terrywoodward74, If you've read
the comments in the answer below, since you have to replace the harness etc, perhaps you
should consider connecting an inline fuse on the power supply feed to the blower circuit as well

so as to protect the harness etc in the event of the blower motor going low resistance shorting
out between motor windings in the future and burning out everything before the designated
fuse can operate. Just a thought. Most Helpful Answer. L Pfaff lpfaff1 Rep: I hope this helped
you out, if so let me know by pressing the helpful button. Score 4. Hi lpfaff1 You're probably
right but it doesn't say much about the appropriate fuse rating or should that be inappropriate
of the power supply for the blower motor does it? Hi lpfaff1 Thanks for the link. Score 1. Dakota
Fan dakotafan Rep: 13 1. Juan Ramirez Rep: 25 1. And yes , it was a little uncomfortable to
solder the wires , but not impossible. Thank you for input totally appreciated it. Score 0. Add
your answer Trent will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:. A timeless Dodge automobile is a
joy to control and has the energy to elicit continual wonder and fascination. Dodge is
recognized for engineering cars that feature unmatched value and consistent durability. For
years consumers have relied on Dodge to create dependable cars that are recognized for great
resale value. That Dodge in the garage was built with the highest care and skill; it should get
new replacement or OEM parts with the same top level of quality. A Dodge Blower Motor
Resistor lets the passenger comfort circuit to manage the operation of the auto's fan. Lacking a
Dodge Blower Motor Resistor in the vehicle the air-conditioning will not blow correctly. A new
Dodge Blower Motor Resistor is necessary for summer driving comfort. Your car or truck isn't
just a mode of getting from A to B; it can be a place where you can be made comfortable and at
ease. Though not needed to keep your vehicle functioning, the comfort systems of your vehicle
like air-conditioning or climate control are important to keeping your vehicle relaxing and
pleasant to use, particularly in difficult weather conditions. If you have any concerns about our
accessories, our customer service specialists can be reached via e-mail or telephone. A Dodge
is an amazing machine, help it to keep on running like a champ with our online selection of
outstanding parts from Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Grand
Caravan. Ram Ram Van. Sprinter Mini Ram. DIY Solutions. Four Seasons. Original Equipment.
Standard Motor Products. BWD Automotive. Beck Arnley. Dodge AC Compressor. Dodge Heater
Core. Dodge Blower Motor. Dodge AC Receiver Drier. Dodge Heater Hose. Dodge AC
Condenser. Dodge AC Evaporator. Click to Enlarge. Replacement Blower Motor Resistor.
Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Mounting Bracket s Included Yes. Dorman Blower
Motor Resistor. Features: Standard Motor Products are designed and manufactured to equal or
exceed OE parts in every publishedor testable specification. Control Modules are covered for 5
years or 50, miles. All other products are covered by a 90 day or mile warranty. In earlier
vehicles, they are used to directly turn the compressor off to avoid compressor failure.
Features: Precision engineered OE style connectors Quality contacts ensure proper
conductivity Vehicle specific applications. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Ground,
Overnight, 2 Day. Temp Control. Features: OE Style for easy replacement and fitment Provides
an easy installation. Product SKU: More Models. Read more reviews. Excellent price even with
shipping! Part was an exact replacement and installed with no issues! Catalog: E. Vehicle Notes
Dodge Grand Caravan. Catalog: B. Vehicle Dodge Dakota. Vehicle Dodge Durango. Vehicle
Dodge Dart. Vehicle Dodge Ram Vehicle Dodge Intrepid. Vehicle Dodge Sprinter Vehicle Engine
Dodge Ram Catalog: F. Catalog: A. Catalog: G. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Vehicle
Engine Dodge Sprinter Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: K. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. Vehicle Dodge
Journey. Skip to main content of 77 results for " dodge durango blower motor resistor". Skip to
main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping. Customer Review. International Shipping. More
vehicle information needed We need more information for your Dodge Durango to verify
products fit. Amazon's Choice for dodge durango blower motor resistor. Get it as soon as Sat,
Feb Only 13 left in stock more on the way. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only
5 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. Lowest price in 30 days. Get it as soon
as Thu, Mar 4. Only 20 left in stock - order soon. Only 16 left in stock - order soon. Dorman
Blower Motor Resistor Harness. Only 3 left in stock - order soon. Get it as soon as Wed, Mar 3.
Only 2 left in stock - order soon. N
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ford 500 fuel pump
eed help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and

engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

